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A Joint Segmentation and Classification Framework
for Sentence Level Sentiment Classification

Duyu Tang, Bing Qin, Furu Wei, Li Dong, Ting Liu, and Ming Zhou

Abstract—In this paper, we propose a joint segmentation and
classification framework for sentence-level sentiment classifica-
tion. It is widely recognized that phrasal information is crucial for
sentiment classification. However, existing sentiment classification
algorithms typically split a sentence as a word sequence, which
does not effectively handle the inconsistent sentiment polarity
between a phrase and the words it contains, such as {“not bad,”
“bad”} and {“a great deal of,” “great”}. We address this issue
by developing a joint framework for sentence-level sentiment
classification. It simultaneously generates useful segmentations
and predicts sentence-level polarity based on the segmentation
results. Specifically, we develop a candidate generation model to
produce segmentation candidates of a sentence; a segmentation
ranking model to score the usefulness of a segmentation candidate
for sentiment classification; and a classification model for pre-
dicting the sentiment polarity of a segmentation. We train the joint
framework directly from sentences annotated with only sentiment
polarity, without using any syntactic or sentiment annotations in
segmentation level. We conduct experiments for sentiment classi-
fication on two benchmark datasets: a tweet dataset and a review
dataset. Experimental results show that: 1) our method performs
comparably with state-of-the-art methods on both datasets;
2) joint modeling segmentation and classification outperforms
pipelined baseline methods in various experimental settings.

Index Terms—Artificial intelligence, joint segmentation and
classification, natural language processing, sentiment analysis,
sentiment classification.

I. INTRODUCTION

S ENTIMENT analysis (also known as opinion mining [1],
[2], [3]) that analyzes people’s opinions/sentiments/emo-

tions from texts is an active research field in natural language
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Fig. 1. The pipelined framework (a) and the joint framework (b) for sentence-
level sentiment classification.

processing [4]. It has drawn great attentions from both research
and industry communities in recent years. Sentence-level sen-
timent classification is a fundamental and extensively studied
area in sentiment analysis. The purpose is to determine the sen-
timent polarity (thumbs up or thumbs down) of a sentence based
on its textural content. In the literature, existing studies for senti-
ment classification are dominated by twomainstream directions.
Lexicon-based approaches [5], [6] typically utilize a lexicon of
sentiment words, each of which is annotated with its sentiment
polarity or sentiment strength. Linguistic rules such as intensifi-
cations and negations are usually incorporated to aggregate the
sentiment polarity of sentences. Corpus-based methods treat
sentiment classification as a special case of text categorization
problem [7]. They mostly build sentiment classifier from sen-
tences with annotated sentiment polarity. The sentiment super-
vision can be manually annotated, or automatically collected by
sentiment signals like emoticons in tweets [8] or human ratings
in reviews [9].
Since sentiment words are often the dominating factor for

sentiment classification, it is intuitive to use sentiment lexicons
for sentiment classification. However, despite its simple and
interpretable properties, lexicon-based methods cannot well
handle massive colloquial sentiment expressions on the web
due to the coverage of sentiment lexicons. The downside is
particularly obvious for tweets in Twitter1 and movie reviews in
IMDB2, where abbreviations, shortenings and conjoined words
are frequently used to express users’ sentiments. Besides, it
is not practical to maintain sentiment lexicons to capture the

1https://twitter.com
2http://www.imdb.com/
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Fig. 2. The prediction process of the joint framework for sentiment classification. CG represents the candidate generation model, SC means the sentiment clas-
sification model and SEG stands for the segmentation ranking model. Down Arrow means the use of a certain model.

Fig. 3. The training process of the joint framework for sentiment classification. CG represents the candidate generation model, SC means the sentiment classifi-
cation model and SEG stands for the segmentation ranking model.Down Arrowmeans the use of a certain model, and Up Arrow indicates the update of a model.

sentiment expressions with a high coverage. In this work, we
are in line with the majority of existing approaches and treat
sentiment classification as a special case of text categorization
task [7]. Under this perspective, previous studies typically use a
pipelined framework with two stages, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a).
In the first stage, they produce the segmentation result of a
sentence with bag-of-words [10] or a separate text analyzer [11]
like standard syntactic chunker. In the second stage, they take
the segmentation results as input and use a classification algo-
rithm to build sentiment classifier. However, such a pipelined
framework suffers from the problem of error propagation, since
the errors from sentence segmentation cannot be corrected. A
typical kind of error is caused by the inconsistent sentiment
polarity between a phrase and the words it contains, such as
{“not bad,” “bad”} and {“a great deal of,” “great”}. We argue
that bag-of-words and syntactic chunkers are not effective
enough to handle this polarity inconsistency phenomenon. For
example, bag-of-words segmentation regards each word as a
separate unit, which does not well capture the phrasal sentiment
information like “not bad.” Syntactic chunkers typically aim
to identify noun groups, verb groups or named entities from
a sentence. However, many sentiment indicators are phrases
constituted of adjectives, negations [12] or idioms [2], which
are divided by standard syntactic chunkers. Besides, a better
approach would be to utilize sentiment information as super-
vision to update the segmentor, so that it will facilitate the
performance of sentiment classification in turn.
In this paper, we propose a joint framework for sentence-level

sentiment classification, which simultaneously produces useful
segmentations and predicts sentence-level polarity based on the
segmentation results. We develop (1) a candidate generation
model to generate the segmentation candidates of a sentence,
(2) a segmentation rankingmodel to score each segmentation re-
sult of a given sentence, and (3) a classification model to predict
the sentiment polarity of each segmentation. The prediction and
training process of the framework are illustrated in Fig. 2 and

Fig. 3, respectively. The advantages of the proposed framework
are two folds. In the prediction process, the phrasal informa-
tion of top-ranked segmentation candidates can be utilized as
features to predict the sentence polarity. Accordingly, the nega-
tion or polarity shifting expressions might be elegantly handled,
as they are potentially grouped as basic computational units
in segmentation results. In the training process, the segmenta-
tion ranking model is optimized with a marginal log-likelihood
objective, which is designed for obtaining a better classifica-
tion performance. This sentiment-specific segmentation ranking
model can be effectively trained from sentences with only sen-
timent polarity labels, without using any syntactic or polarity
annotations in segmentation level.
We evaluate the joint framework for sentence-level senti-

ment classification on two benchmark datasets, a tweet dataset
from SemEval 2013 [13] and a review dataset from Rotten
Tomatoes [14]. Experimental results show that: (1) our method
performs comparably with the state-of-the-art methods on both
datasets; (2) the joint framework outperforms pipelined base-
line methods. The main contributions of the work presented in
this paper are as follows.
• We propose a joint framework for sentence-level sen-
timent classification. The framework can be effectively
trained from sentences annotated with only sentiment
polarity, without any syntactic or polarity annotations of
segmentations.

• We present a candidate generation model, a segmentation
ranking model and a sentiment classification model in the
proposed framework, which can be further improved inde-
pendently.

• We conduct experiments on two benchmark datasets for
sentiment classification, and shows that our method per-
forms comparably with state-of-the-art methods.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. We
introduce the related work in Section II. We then present a
overview of the joint framework in Section III, including the
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prediction and training process. The segmentation candidate
generation model, the segmentation ranking model, and the sen-
timent classification model are described in Section IV, V and
VI, respectively. The experiments are reported in Section VII.
We conclude this paper in Section VIII.
This paper is a substantial extension of our earlier work in

[15]. We add new experimental results, a comprehensive de-
scription of the models, more details about our method, and
in-depth analysis of the results.

II. RELATED WORK

Sentiment classification is a fundamental and most studied
area in sentiment analysis. Its purpose is to determine the sen-
timent polarity (positive or negative) of a sentence (or a doc-
ument) based on its textural content. We describe two dom-
inated directions for sentiment classification, namely lexicon-
based approach and corpus-based approach. We also briefly re-
view the deep learning methods and joint methods for sentiment
classification.
Lexicon-based methods typically use existing sentiment

lexicons of words and phrases, each of which is attached
with the sentiment polarity or sentiment strength. Linguistic
rules are usually incorporated to predict the sentiment polarity
of sentences (or documents). A representative lexicon-based
method is given by Turney [5], which consists of three steps. He
first extracts phrases if their postags conform to the pre-defined
patterns. Then, sentiment polarity of each extracted phrase
is estimated through point-wised mutual information (PMI).
Finally, he averages the polarity of all phrases in a review as
the final sentiment polarity. Ding et al. [16] apply negation
words like not, never, cannot and contrary words like but to
enhance the performance of lexicon-based method. Taboada
et al. [6] combine intensifications and negation words with
sentiment lexicons annotated with sentiment polarity and sen-
timent strength. Thelwall et al. [17] develop SentiStrength with
sentiment lexicons and linguistic rules for detecting sentiment
strength of tweets. Reckman et al. [18] develop an entirely
rule-based system for Twitter sentiment classification. They
use lexicalized hand-written rules, each of which is a pattern
that matches words or sequences of words.
Majority of existing approaches follow Pang et al. [7] and

employ corpus-based methods for sentiment classification.
Pang et al. [7] pioneer to treat sentiment classification of
reviews as a special case of text categorization problem and
first investigate machine learning methods. They employ
Naive Bayes, Maximum Entropy and Support Vector Machines
(SVM) with a diverse set of features. In their experiments,
the best performance is achieved by SVM with bag-of-words
feature. Following Pang et al.’s work, many studies focus on
designing or learning effective features to obtain a better classi-
fication performance. On movie or product reviews, Wang et al.
[19] present NBSVM, which trades-off between Naive Bayes
and NB-feature enhanced SVM. Kim et al. [20] and Paltoglou
et al. [10] learn the feature weights by investigating variants
weighting functions from Information Retrieval. Nakagawa et
al. [21] utilize dependency trees, polarity-shifting rules and
conditional random fields with hidden variables to compute the
document feature. On Twitter, Mohammad et al. [22] develop

a state-of-the-art Twitter sentiment classifier in SemEval 2013,
using a variety of sentiment lexicons and hand-crafted features.
Beyond supervised learning, many studies [23], [8] use massive
noisy-labeled texts selected by sentiment signals (like emoti-
cons from tweets and ratings from reviews) as training set to
build sentiment classifier, which is called distant supervision.
On the other hand, Zhang et al. [24] find that user rating is not
always consistent with the sentiment polarity of review texts.
With the revival of interest in deep learning (representa-

tion learning [25], [26]), many recent studies focus on learning
the low-dimensional, dense and real-valued vector as text fea-
tures for sentiment analysis. For sentence/document-level senti-
ment classification, the “magic” of deep learning is to learn con-
tinuous semantics of texts with different grains. Existing deep
learning methods typically include two steps. They first learn
continuous word representations (also known as word embed-
dings) from text corpus [27]. Afterwards, they apply word em-
beddings to produce the representations of sentences/documents
with semantic composition [28]. For word embedding learning,
Mikolov et al. [29] introduce a context-prediction method and
release the well-known word2vec toolkit3. Many recent studies
attempt to learn better word embeddings. For example, Levy et
al. [30] exploit dependency-based contexts. Pennington et al.
[27] combine the global matrix factorization and local context
methods, and investigate the linear substructures of the word
vector space. Li and Jurafsky [31] investigate the effectiveness
of multi-sense embeddings for natural language understanding.
To learn sentiment-tailored word embedding that encodes the
sentiment polarity of texts, Maas et al. [9] introduce a prob-
abilistic topic models like Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
[32]. Labutov et al. [33] and Tang et al. [34], [35] propose
to learn the sentiment-specific word vectors with neural net-
works. For composition learning, Glorot et al. [36] use Stacked
Denoising Autoencoder; Socher et al. [37] introduce a family
of recursive deep neural models to learn the composition of
variable-length phrases based on the representation of its chil-
dren. Li [38] extend Recursive Neural Network by using feature
weight tuning to control how much one specific unit contributes
to the higher-level representation. Kalchbrenner et al. [39] de-
velop dynamic convolution neural networks (DCNN) and in-
troduce the dynamic -max pooling for learning the sentence
representation. Le and Mikolov [40] propose Paragraph Vector
to learn distributed representations of sentences and documents
via gradient descent. Li et al. [41] compare the effectiveness of
recursive neural network and recurrent neural network on five
NLP tasks including sentiment classification. Tang et al. [42],
[43] take into account of semantic representations of users for
sentiment classification.
Another line of research exploits lower-level information of

a sentence/document to improve the main classification perfor-
mance. For example, Pang and Lee [44] investigate sentence-
level subjective classification to improve document-level senti-
ment classification. They use a pipelined method that first ex-
cludes objective sentences, and then uses subjective sentences
as inputs for document-level sentiment classification. Mao and
Lebanon [45] extend the standard conditional random fields,

3https://code.google.com/p/word2vec/
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TABLE I
EXAMPLE FOR SENTENCE SEGMENTATION

and show that the sequential flow of local is helpful for doc-
ument-level sentiment analysis. Zaidan et al. [46] use manually
annotated “annotator rationales” to improve the performance of
document-level sentiment classification. Each “rationale” is a
text span that supports the polarity of a document. Yessenalina
et al. [47] holds the similar intuition with our work and intro-
duce a joint model for document-level sentiment classification.
Their method automatically identifies effective sentences to im-
prove the document-level sentiment classification. McDonald et
al. [48] and Zaidan and Eisner [49] propose to simultaneously
solve the sentence-level and document-level sentiment classifi-
cation tasks. Accordingly, fine-to-course grained models can be
mutually enhanced to yield a better classification performance.

III. THE PROPOSED APPROACH

In this section, we first give the task definition of two tasks,
namely sentiment classification and sentence segmentation.
Then, we present the overview of the proposed joint framework
for sentiment classification, including the prediction process
and training process.

A. Task Definition
The task of sentence-level sentiment classification has been

well formalized in previous studies [1], [2]. The objective is
to determine the sentiment polarity of a sentence as positive or
negative4. For example, the sentence “The new Star Trek movie
is visually spectacular.” expresses a positive opinion, and “The
new Star Trek movie does not have much of a story.” expresses
a negative opinion.
The task of sentence segmentation aims to split a sentence

into a sequence of exclusive parts, each of which is a basic
computational unit of the sentence. An example is illustrated
in Table I. The original text “that is not bad” is segmented as
“that is not bad.” The segmentation result is composed of three
basic computational units, namely that, is and not bad.

B. The Prediction Process
We describe the prediction process of the proposed joint

framework. It is illustrated in Fig. 2. The intuition of the
prediction process is that:
• Segmentation results have a strong influence on the senti-
ment classification performance, since they are the inputs
of the sentiment classification model.

We formalize the prediction process in Algorithm 1. Given
a sentence whose polarity to be predicted, we first generate
its segmentation candidates with (line 2). We then assign
a real-valued score to each segmentation with the segmenta-
tion ranking model (line 3). Afterwards, we select the

4In this paper, we focus on the general sentiment polarity of a sentence
without considering whether it is with regard to the sentiment target (e.g. an
entity or an aspect [50], [51], [52]).

top-ranked segmentation results (line 4), and predict their po-
larity labels with the sentiment classification model (line 6).
Finally, the polarity of a sentence is assigned with the label
that majority of its top-ranked segmentations are assigned
(line 8).

Algorithm 1 The prediction algorithm of the joint framework
for sentence-level sentiment classification

Input:
test data: ,
segmentation feature extractor:
classification feature extractor:
candidate generation model:
sentiment classifier:
segmentation ranking model:

Output:
test data with predicted polarity: ,

1: for do
2: Generate segmentation candidates for each

sentence in based on ,
3: Calculate the segmentation scores for based

on and
4: Select the top-ranked segmentation candidates

from
5: for do
6: Predict the sentiment polarity for

based on and
7: end for
8: ,
9: end for

C. The Training Process
The training process of the proposed joint framework is illus-

trated in Fig. 3. The intuition of the training process is that:
• The usefulness of a segmentation can be judged by whether
the sentiment classifier can use it to predict the correct sen-
tence polarity.

Based on this consideration, we formalize the training process
in Algorithm 2. Each sentence in the training data is anno-
tated with only sentence level sentiment polarity , without
any segmentation level annotations. There are two feature ex-
tractors for the task of sentence segmentation ( ) and sen-
timent classification ( ), respectively. The outputs of the
training procedure are segmentation ranking model and
sentiment classifier .
In Algorithm 2, we first generate segmentation candidates

for each sentence in the training set (line 1). Each contains
no less than one segmentation candidates. We randomly select
one segmentation result from each and utilize their classifica-
tion features to initialize the sentiment classifier (line 2).
We randomly initialize the segmentation model (line
3). Subsequently, we iteratively train the segmentation model

and the sentiment classifier in a joint manner
(line 4-16). At each iteration, we predict the sentiment polarity
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Algorithm 2 The training algorithm of the joint framework for sentence-level sentiment classification

Input:
training data: ,
segmentation feature extractor:
classification feature extractor:
candidate generation model:

Output:
sentiment classifier:
segmentation ranking model:

1: Generate segmentation candidates for each sentence in based on , //corresponding to Fig. 4.
2: Initialize sentiment classifier based on , randomize ,
3: Randomly initialize the segmentation ranking model
4: for do
5: for do
6: Predict the sentiment polarity for based on and
7: Update the segmentation model with and

//corresponding to Fig. 5.
8: end for
9: for do
10: for do
11: Calculate the segmentation scores for based on and
12: end for
13: Select the top-ranked segmentation candidates from
14: end for
15: Train the sentiment classifier with , , //corresponding to Fig. 7.
16: end for
17:
18:

of each segmentation candidate with the current sentiment
classifier (line 6), and then leverage them to update
the segmentation model (line 7). Afterwards, we uti-
lize the recently updated segmentation ranking model
to update the sentiment classifier (line 9-15). We extract
segmentation features for each segmentation candidate , and
employ them to calculate the segmentation score (line 11). The
top-ranked segmentation results of each sentence is se-
lected (line 13) and further used to train the sentiment classifier

(line 15). Finally, after training iterations, we dump
the segmentation ranking model and sentiment classi-
fier in the last iteration as outputs (line 17-18). The value
of is tuned on the development set.

IV. CANDIDATE GENERATION MODEL

In this section, we describe our approach to generate segmen-
tation candidates for each sentence. Since segmentation results
have an exponential search space in the number of words in a
sentence, it is impractical to retain all possible segmentations. In
this work, we approximate the computation using a beam search
approach with constrains on a phrase dictionary, which is in-
duced from massive corpora.
Many studies have been previously proposed to recognize

phrases in the text. However, it is out of scope of this work

to compare them. We exploit a data-driven approach given
by Mikolov et al. [29]. They identifies phrases based on the
occurrence frequency of unigrams and bigrams, as given in
Equation (1).

(1)

where is a discounting coefficient that prevents too many
phrases consisting of very infrequent words. We run 2-4 times
over the corpora to get longer phrases containing more words.
We empirically set as 10 in our experiment. Finally, the
phrase table contains 0.93M phrases, involving 0.1M unigrams,
0.2M bigrams, 0.21M trigrams, 0.22M four-grams and 0.2M
five-grams.
After obtaining the learned phrase dictionary, we use a con-

strained beam search approach to generate the segmentation
candidates of each sentence. The basic idea is to guarantee that:
each basic computational unit within a segmentation candidate
must be a unigram or a phrase contained in the phrase dictio-
nary. An example is illustrated in Fig. 4. Given a sentence, such
as “that is not bad,” we conduct beam search from left to right,
one word at a time. Suppose the phrase-dictionary contains three
n-grams, namely is not, not bad and is not bad. At the first index
(current word = that), the unique choice is to add unigram that
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Fig. 4. An illustration of the beam search approach for generating segmentation
candidates.

as a basic computational unit. Afterwards, at the second index
(current word = is), there are two choices: (1) regarding the un-
igram is as an individual unit or (2) concatenating is with the
previous unit that to compose a new unit is that. In this case, the
second choice is not acceptable as the bigram is that is not con-
tained in the phrase-dictionary. After that, we go through each
word in the sentence and sequentially add satisfied phrases into
the beam, and so on. At each index of a sentence, we rank the
segmentation candidates by the inverted number of items within
a segmentation, and save the top-ranked segmentation can-
didates into the beam.

V. SEGMENTATION RANKING MODEL

The objective of the segmentation ranking model is to assign
a real-valued score to each segmentation candidate. The score
indicates the usefulness of the segmentation result for sentiment
classification. We use a log linear model to calculate the seg-
mentation score. To effectively train the segmentation ranking
model, we devise a marginal log-likelihood as the optimization
objective.
Given a segmentation candidate of sentence , we cal-

culate the segmentation score for with a log linear model,
as given in Equation (2).

(2)

where is the segmentation score of ; is the -th
segmentation feature of ; and are the parameters of the
segmentation ranking model.
During training, given a sentence and its gold sentiment

polarity , the optimization objective of the segmentation
ranking model is to maximize the segmentation scores of the
hit candidates. The basic idea of such update it to learn a senti-
ment-specific segmentor, which is tailored for achieving a better
sentiment classification performance. Each hit candidate is a
segmentation result that can be used to predict the correct sen-
timent polarity 5. An example is illustrated in Fig. 5. In
this example, there are three segmentation candidates generated
from the original sentence “that is not bad.” As is shown, the use
of the first candidate (that is not bad) will lead to a wrong sen-
timent classification result, while the second candidate (that is
not bad) and the third candidate (that is not bad) will contribute
to a correct classification result. Therefore, the second and third
candidates are hit candidates, and our optimization objective is

5It is worth noting that a hit candidate is a segmentation result like (that is not
bad). It is not a phrase (e.g. not bad) contained in a segmentation.

Fig. 5. An example for training process of the segmentation ranking model.
The segmentation candidates emphasized with red circles are hit candidates of
the given sentence.

to maximize their segmentation ranking scores. To this end, we
devise a marginal log-likelihood function as the objective of the
segmentation ranking model, as given in Equation (3).

(3)

where is the training data; represents all the segmentation
candidates of sentence ; means the hit candidates of ;
is the weight of the L2-norm regularization factor. We train

the segmentation model with L-BFGS [53], running over the
complete training data.
We design two kinds of features for segmentation ranking,

namely the phrase-embedding feature and the segmentation-
specific feature. The final feature representation of each seg-
mentation is the concatenation of these two features. It is worth
noting that, the phrase-embedding feature is used in both sen-
tence segmentation and sentiment classification. The reason lies
in that, in both tasks, the basic computational units of each
segmentation candidate might be words or phrases of variable
length. Under this scenario, phrase embedding is highly suitable
as it is capable to represent phrases with different length into a
consistent distributed vector space [29]. For each phrase, phrase
embedding is a dense, real-valued and continuous vector. After
the phrase embedding is trained, the nearest neighbors in the em-
bedding space are favored to have similar grammatical usages
and semantic meanings. The effectiveness of phrase embedding
has been verified for building large-scale sentiment lexicon [35]
and machine translation [54].
We empirically design four segmentation-specific features

to reflect the information of each segmentation, as listed in
Table II. We learn phrase embedding with Skip-Gram model
[29], which is a state-of-the-art phrase embedding learning
algorithm. We compose the representation (or feature) of a
segmentation candidate from the embedding of the basic com-
putational units (words or phrases) it contains. In this paper, we
explore , and pooling functions to calculate
the representation of a segmentation candidate. They have been
used as simple and effective methods for composition learning
in vector-based semantics [28], [34]. The final phrase-em-
bedding feature is the concatenation of vectors derived from
different pooling functions, as given in Equation (4),

(4)

where is the representation of the given seg-
mentation; is the result of the pooling function

. Each pooling function conducts
the matrix-vector operation of on the sequence represented by
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TABLE II
SEGMENTATION-SPECIFIC FEATURES FOR SEGMENTATION RANKING

TABLE III
CLASSIFICATION-SPECIFIC FEATURES FOR SENTIMENT CLASSIFICATION

Fig. 6. An illustration of the embedding feature for segmentation ranking and
sentiment classification.

Fig. 7. An illustration of the sentiment classification model.

columns in the lookup table of phrase embedding. The output
of is calculated as

(5)

where is the pooling function of ; is the con-
catenated column vectors of the basic computational units in the
segmentation; is the lookup table of phrase embedding.

VI. SENTIMENT CLASSIFICATION MODEL

We build the sentiment classifier in a supervised learning
framework [7] from the sentences with manually labelled sen-
timent polarity. It is illustrated in Fig. 7.

As is shown, the feature representation of each sentence is
composed of two parts: embedding feature and classification-
specific feature. The embedding feature is in common with the
embedding feature as explained in segmentation ranking model
(refer to Fig. 6). We extend a powerful hand-crafted features
[22], and design classification-specific features for each seg-
mentation. The detailed feature description is given in Table III.
We utilize existing sentiment lexicons to extract classification-
specific features. We use three manually created lexicons in-
cluding HL [50]6, MPQA [56]7, NRC_Emotion_Lexicon [57]8,
and two large-scale automatically generated lexicons including
HashtagSentiLexicon and Sentiment140Lexicon [22]9. We use
LibLinear [58] to train the sentiment classifier with linear kernel
SVM.

VII. EXPERIMENT

In this section, we conduct experiments to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of the joint framework. We describe the experimental
setting and the results.

A. Dataset and Experiment Setting
We conduct sentiment classification of tweets on a benchmark

dataset from the message-level Twitter sentiment classification
Track in SemEval 2013. We run 2-class (positive vs negative)
classification10 as sentence segmentation has a great influence
on the positive/negative polarity of tweets due to the polarity
inconsistency between a phrase and its constitutes, such as {not
bad, bad}.
The statistics of our dataset crawled from SemEval 2013 are

given in Table IV. The evaluation metric is the macro-F1 for

6http://www.cs.uic.edu/liub/FBS/sentiment-analysis.html#lexicon
7http://mpqa.cs.pitt.edu/lexicons/subj_lexicon/
8http://www.saifmohammad.com/
9http://www.saifmohammad.com/WebPages/ResearchInterests.html
10We leave 3-class classification (positive, negative, neutral) and fine-grained

classification (very negative, negative, neutral, positive, very positive) to future
work.
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TABLE IV
STATISTICS OF THE SEMEVAL 2013 TWITTER SENTIMENT CLASSIFICATION

DATASET (POSITIVE VS NEGATIVE)

positive and negative classes. We randomly crawl 100M tweets
from February 1st, 2013 to April 30th, 2013 with Twitter API,
and use them to learn the phrase embedding with Skip-Gram.
We train the joint framework on the training set, tune parame-

ters on the dev set and evaluate on the test set. The parameter -
of SVM is tuned on the dev-set in both baseline and our method.
We run the L-BFGS for 50 iterations, and set the regularization
factor as 0.003. The beam size of the candidate generation
model and the top-ranked segmentation number are tuned on
the dev-set.

B. Baseline Methods

We compare our joint method with the following sentiment
classification algorithms:
• DistSuper: We collect 10M balanced tweets selected by
positive and negative emoticons11 as training data, and
build the sentiment classifier using the LibLinear and
ngram features [23].

• : The n-gram features and Support Vector
Machine are widely-used baseline methods to build the
sentiment classifier [7]. We use LibLinear to train the SVM
classifier in a supervised learning framework.

• NBSVM: Wang and Manning [19] introduce NBSVM,
which trades-off between Naive Bayes and NB-feature
enhanced SVM. We use NBSVM-bi because it performs
best on sentiment classification of reviews.

• Recurrent NN: We build a recurrent network network base-
line for capturing long-range features. The word embed-
dings are pre-trained with SkipGram [29]. We average the
hidden layers of Recurrent NN as the features for building
the sentiment classifier12.

• RAE: Recursive Autoencoder [60] has been proven effec-
tive for sentiment classification by learning sentence rep-
resentation. We train the RAE using the pre-trained phrase
embedding learned from 100M tweets.

• : Tang et al. [34] propose to learn sentiment-spe-
cific word embedding (SSWE) from tweets collected by
emoticons. They apply SSWE as features for Twitter senti-
ment classification, and achieve excellent performance on
SemEval 2013 and SemEval 2014 [61].

• NRC: NRC-Canada builds a state-of-the-art system in
the Twitter Sentiment Classification Track of SemEval
2013. They incorporate diverse sentiment lexicons and
hand-crafted features [22]. We re-implement this system
because the codes are not publicly available. In

, We concatenate the NRC features and the phrase

11We use the carefully selected emoticons given byHu et al. [59]. The positive
emoticons are :) :) :-) :D =), and the negative emoticons are :(: (:-(.

12http://deeplearning.net/tutorial/lstm.html

TABLE V
MACRO-F1 OF SENTIMENT CLASSIFICATION ON TWEETS FROM SEMEVAL-2013

embeddings feature (PF), and build the sentiment classi-
fier with LibLinear.

Except for DistSuper, other baseline methods are conducted
in a supervised manner. We do not compare with RNTN [37]
because the tweets in our dataset do not have accurately parsed
results. Another reason is that, due to the differences between
domains, the performance of RNTN trained on movie reviews
might be decreased if directly applied on the tweets.

C. Results and Analysis
Table V shows the macro-F1 of the baseline systems as well

as our joint framework on sentiment classification of tweets
(positive vs negative). The top three methods are in bold and
the best is also underlined.
Distant supervision is relatively weak because the noisy-la-

beled tweets are treated as the gold standard, which decreases
the performance of sentiment classifier. The result of bag-of-un-
igram feature (74.50%) is not satisfied as it losses the word order
and does not well capture the semantic meaning of phrases.
The integration of high-order n-ngram (up to 5-gram) does not
achieve significant improvement ( 0.47%). The reason is that,
if a sentence contains a bigram “not bad,” they will use “bad”
and “not bad” as parallel features, which confuses the sentiment
classification model. This result also calls for a sentiment-spe-
cific segmentation algorithm, which is capable to recognize sen-
timent relevant phrase like “not bad” as an individual computa-
tional unit. NBSVM and Recursive Autoencoder perform com-
paratively and have a big gap in comparison with our frame-
work. InRAE, the representation of a sentence is composed from
the representation of words it contains. Accordingly, “great” in
“a great deal of” also contributes to the final sentence repre-
sentation via composition function. Our approach automatically
conducts sentence segmentation by considering the sentiment
polarity of sentence, and utilize the phrasal information from
the segmentations. Ideally, our method might regards phrases
like “not bad” and “a great deal of” as basic computational
units. Our method (85.51%) performs comparably with state-
of-the-art systems ( , 84.98%; , 84.75%),
which verifies its effectiveness.

D. Comparing Joint and Pipelined Models
We compare the proposed joint framework with pipelined

methods on Twitter sentiment classification with different fea-
ture sets. Fig. 8 gives the experiment results. The tick [A, B]
on x-axis means the use of as segmentation feature and the
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Fig. 8. Macro-F1 of sentiment classification on tweets with joint and pipelined
models.

Fig. 9. Sentiment classification of tweets with different beam size .
(a) Macro-F1 score for sentiment classification.(b) Time cost (seconds) of each
training iteration.

use of as classification feature. PF represents the phrase-em-
bedding feature; SF and CF stand for the segmentation-spe-
cific feature and classification-specific feature, respectively. We
use bag-of-word segmentation to build the sentiment classier in
Pipeline 1, and use the segmentation candidate with maximum
phrase number in Pipeline 2.
From Fig. 8, we can find that the joint framework consistently

outperforms pipelined baseline methods in all feature settings.
The reason is that the pipelined methods suffer from error prop-
agation, since the errors from linguistic-driven and bag-of-word
segmentations cannot be corrected by the sentiment classifica-
tion model. Besides, traditional segmentors do not update the
segmentation model with the sentiment information of text. Un-
like pipelined methods, the joint framework is capable to ad-
dress these problems by optimizing the segmentation model
with the classification results in a joint manner, so that yields
better performance on sentiment classification.We also find that
Pipeline 2 always outperforms Pipeline 1, which indicates the
usefulness of phrasal segmentations for sentiment classification.

E. The Effect of Beam Size
We investigate the influence of beam size , which is the

maximum number of segmentation candidates of a sentence. In
this part, we clamp the feature set as [ , ],
and vary the beam size in [1,2,4,8,16,32,64]. The experiment
results of macro-F1 on the development set are illustrated in
Fig. 9(a). The time cost of each training iteration is given in
Fig. 9(b).
From Fig. 9(a), we can see that when larger beam size is

considered, the classification performance is improved. When
beam size is 1, the model stands for the greedy search with
bag-of-words segmentation. When the beam size is small,
such as 2, beam search losses many phrasal information of

Fig. 10. Sentiment classification of tweets with different top-ranked segmen-
tation number .

TABLE VI
STATISTICAL INFORMATION OF REVIEW DATASET

sentences and thus the improvement is not significant. The
performance remains steady when beam size is larger than 16.
From Fig. 9(b), we can find that the runtime of each training
iteration increases with larger beam size. It is intuitive as the
joint method with larger beam considers more segmentation
results, which increases the training time of the segmentation
model. We set beam size as 16 after parameter learning.

F. The Effect of Top-ranked Segmentation Number
We investigate how the top-ranked segmentation number

affects the performance of sentiment classification. In this part,
we set the feature as [ , ] and the beam size
as 16. The macro-F1 on the development set is illustrated in
Fig. 10.
From Fig. 10, we find that the classification performance in-

creases with being larger. The reason is that when a larger
is used, (1) at training time, the sentiment classifier is built by
using more phrasal information from multiple segmentations,
which benefits from the ensembles; (2) at test time, our joint
method considers more top-ranked segmentations and get the
final sentiment polarity through voting. The performance re-
mains stable when is larger than 7.

G. Sentiment Classification of Reviews
To further verify the scalability of the proposed joint method,

we conduct experiments on a movie review benchmark dataset.
We use the sentence polarity dataset v1.0 [14], which contains
positive and negative reviews written by critics in Rotten Toma-
toes. We follow previous experiment protocol and use accu-
racy under 10-fold cross-validation as the evaluation metric.
Statistical information of review dataset is given in Table VI,
where #Negative and #Positive are the number of negative in-
stances and positive instances, respectively. avgLength is av-
erage length of the instances in dataset, and is the vocabu-
lary size.
We crawl 737 K sentences from Rotten Tomatoes to train

phrase embeddings, and train the sentiment classifier with Lib-
Linear [58].We compare with several strong baselines including
Matrix-Vector Recursive Neural Network [62], NBSVM [19],
recurrent neural network, s. Parser [63] and
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TABLE VII
ACCURACY OF SENTIMENT CLASSIFICATION ON MOVIE REVIEWS

Fig. 11. Accuracy of sentiment classification on movie reviews with pipelined
and joint models.

Convolutional Neural Network [64]. Experimental results are
given in Table VII. The top three methods are in bold and the
best is also underlined.
Among these baselines, Convolutional NN is the

state-of-the-art performer on this dataset. We can find that
the proposed joint framework performs comparably with the
state-of-the-art methods. We also compare with the joint frame-
work with pipelinedmethods on review sentiment classification.
The experimental setting is as same as the one used for Twitter
sentiment classification. The results are shown in Fig. 11. We
can find that the joint model consistently outperforms pipeline
methods based on word sequence (Pipeline 1) and the segmen-
tation with maximum phrase number (Pipeline 2).

H. Discussion
We briefly discuss the relationship between this joint frame-

work with recursive neural network [37] in this part. Recursive
neural network learns sentence representation on the basis of
compositionality [65], which states that the meaning of a longer
expression (e.g. a sentence) is determined by the meaning of
words it contains. Intuitively, they are capable of handling the
negation phenomenon like “that it not bad.” However, not every
expression can be composed by the meaning of its constituents
[29]. For example, the meaning of “Air Canada” cannot be
easily combined by “Canada” and “Air,” another similar case
is “a great deal of.” The joint model introduced in this work
might group these expressions as a basic computational unit,
which in turn facilitates the sentiment classification component
by capturing richer phrasal evidences. It will be a very inter-
esting direction to apply semantic compositional methods (such
as Recursive Neural Network) to our joint framework.

VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we develop a joint framework based on sen-

tence segmentation for sentence-level sentiment classification.

Unlike existing sentiment classification algorithms that build
sentiment classifier based on the segmentation results from
bag-of-words or separate segmentors, the proposed method
simultaneously generates useful segmentations and predicts
sentence-level polarity based on the segmentation results. We
describe the three constituents of the framework: a candidate
generation model with a constrained beam-search approach, a
segmentation ranking model with dedicated marginal log-like-
lihood training objective, and a sentiment classification model
with supervised learning. Our joint framework is effectively
trained from sentences annotated with only sentiment polarity,
without any syntactic or polarity annotations of segmentations.
The effectiveness of our approach is verified by applying it to
sentiment classification on two benchmark datasets: a tweet
dataset from SemEval 2013 and a movie review dataset from
Rotten Tomatoes. Experimental results show that: the joint
framework performs comparably with state-of-the-art methods
on both datasets, and outperforms pipelined baseline methods
in various settings.
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